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Hello A-Deans for Graduate Education/ Research (copy Deans), Morley Stone 
 
The Graduate School would like to move forward to allocate the distribution of a limited number of semesters 
of tuition and fee waivers to Graduate Students whose degrees have been delayed due to COVID-19. We 
would like your input on “best” practices for both processing the allocations and, most importantly, 
expediently narrowing identification of deserving students. We would like to provide this distribution quickly 
to meet these needs in a timely manner, even though we expect the dialogue on other resources and processes 
to support these students to continue.  
 
In alignment with consensus of multiple sources, including our Graduate School partners in the Big Ten 
Academic Alliance (BTAA), the Graduate School would like to allocate the awards based on the number of 
graduate students present within each college as a College Allocated Fee Match. We envision that 
Students/Advisors would be the starting point for initiating these allocations. The Graduate School can 
provide guiding parameters, based on input we receive, to identify students with the most urgent need for 
assistance. The goal is to minimally delay graduation, especially for students in their final year that will not 
complete their degrees directly due to COVID-19 in 2020-21 as planned. A template from the Graduate 
School could be filled out and collected from student/advisors, reviewed and endorsed by the Graduate 
Studies Committee. The GSC could filter out requests that are not directly due to the COVID-19 semester, 
delays in return to campus, or in which other funding may be available. Final selection of graduate students 
to receive these awards could be made by the College’s Associate Deans of Graduate Studies and student 
names sent to the Graduate School as is done now for CAFs and ENGIE-Axium CTP. The Graduate School 
would provide final approval after confirmation that the student is in good standing. The selection and review 
process may vary among the colleges. The Graduate School would administer the awards.  
 
We realize this is only a semester of tuition and fee waiver and would require a partnership with colleges to 
fund the stipend. We would be amenable, if decided upon by the college, to permit one student to receive 
two consecutive awards, up to 2 semesters. A tuition and fee waiver is the only funding mechanism the 
Graduate School can find right now for a rapid response to these student needs considering these difficult 
budgetary times. As you know, we are over committed on all of our Graduate School fellowships.  
 
Please respond if you have input or foresee problems with implementing this initiative. This method will 
permit input from key stakeholders: students, faculty advisors, Graduate Studies Committees, and college 
leadership in order to establish a partnership to help these students complete their degrees with minimal 
delays. 
 
Alicia 
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